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A B S T R A C T   

Mg2+ and Ce3+ doped Cobalt ferrites Co1-xMgxFe2-yCeyO4 (x = 0.0, 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75; y = 0.0, 0.03, 0.06, and 
0.09) were synthesized chemically through the sol–gel auto combustion method. The structural analysis was 
done using X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis, Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FESEM), and Fourier 
Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) analysis. XRD study showed the ferrite’s formation of spinel cubic 
structure. The outcomes of FESEM images show that the particles are homogenous with minor agglomeration. 
The formation of peak ϑ 1 around 600 cm− 1 and ϑ 2 around 400 cm− 1 is shown by FTIR, confirming the formation 
of the spinel structure. High dopant concentrations result in increased DC electrical resistance. High-resistance 
materials with a decreased dielectric constant and loss are obtained by substituting Mg2+ and Ce3+ cations at 
the Co2+ and Fe3+ sites. These materials are suited for high-frequency devices. Additionally, it was observed that 
the AC conductivity was dispersed across the applied frequency ranges and exhibited a lower value than the 
parent material. The effect of the substituted on magnetic studies was examined systematically using a VSM at a 
temperature in the room. The magnetization measurements show that the synthesized contents increases, 
magnetization values decrease, and coercivity increases.   

1. Introduction 

Spinel ferrites are versatile in their electric and magnetic properties 
due to their feasibility in making a large number of solid solutions with 
various metal cations having a wide compositional variability [1–3]. 
The properties of these ferrites can be tailored by the proper choice of 
synthesis techniques, particle size, morphology, and cation doping onto 
the parent crystal structure [4]. Rare earth oxides, in general, possess 
good insulating properties with very high electrical resistivity [5]. A 
systematic choice of the rare earth (RE) cations can have a considerable 
influence on the electric and magnetic parameters of the spinel ferrites 
and in turn, alter the magnetic anisotropy thereby making these spinel 
ferrites attractive candidates in the place of garnets or hexaferrite [6]. 

RE ions are useful additives that enhance the properties of ferrites [7]. 
The 4f electrons of the rare earth ions are unpaired [8]. Replacing the RE 
metal ions into the cobalt ferrite spinel lattice improves the electric and 
magnetic properties since the magnetocrystalline anisotropy of ferrites 
is in general influenced by the 4f-3d couplings that exist between the 
rare earth and transition metal ions [9–11]. The RE doping affects the 
characteristics of Cu ferrite, Cu-Zn ferrite, Co-Cu-Zn ferrite, Co-Zn 
ferrite, Mg-Zn ferrite, etc. has been the focus of numerous studies 
[12–15]. According to the findings of these studies, the doped RE are 
affecting significantly the spinel ferrites [16]. RE ions destroy the 
structure in the spinel lattice when they take the place of the A or B sites, 
increasing the material’s electric and magnetic properties [17]. The 
influence of rare earth substitution on the curie temperature was 
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investigated by systematically analyzing the thermoelectric properties 
of ferrites substituted materials [18–20]. Understanding polarisation 
phenomena, electrical conduction, and the trend of localized charge 
carriers depend heavily on the dielectric properties of the inverse cubic 
spinel ferrites [21]. Previous research showed that the required elec-
trical and magnetic properties were changed when the rare earth cations 
were incorporated into the spinel lattice of cobalt ferrite [22–24]. While 
describing their electrical and magnetic properties, the RE substitution 
is significantly improving the ferrite material [25]. The 4f electronic 
states are responsible for these rare earth-substituted systems’ unique 
properties and features [26]. 

In this work, the structural, electrical, and magnetic properties were 
analyzed and the influence of non-metal and RE metal ions Mg2+ and 
Ce3+ substituted Co1-xMgxFe2-yCeyO4 (x = 0.0, 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75; y =
0.0, 0.03, 0.06, and 0.09) ferrite prepared by sol–gel auto combustion 
method were studied. This work is not done so far up to our knowledge. 

2. Experimental techniques 

The compounds are AR-graded nitrates of cobalt, iron, magnesium, 
and cerium along with citric acid as fuel and ammonia solution as a pH- 
controlling agent in the sol–gel auto combustion preparation method. 
The mixture was uniformly mixed and dissolved using a magnetic stirrer 
till a viscous solution was formed in the form of a gel. The gel was then 
sintered to form ash and ground in agate and mortar. The resultant was 
heated at 500 ◦C for 2 h. The resultant was mixed with PVA and pressed 
into pellets. These pallets are used for structural and magnetic, and 
electrical characterizations. The annealing temperature was set at 
1100 ◦C for 3 h in both cases, and the sintering temperature was fixed at 
1150 ◦C for 4 h. The heating rate in both cases was 5 ◦C/min. The 
annealed samples were prepared for structural characterizations by 
being ground in a mortar and pestle for a half-hour after cooling to room 
temperature. The surfaces of the sintered pellets were smoothed and 
leveled with emery paper, coated with silver, and finally heated at 
200 ◦C for 30 min. 

Cu-Kα radiation (l = 1.54056) was used to record the XRD patterns in 
the 2 θ range from 200 to 800 at a scanning rate of 20 Hz. Images from 
FE-SEM (Field Effect Scanning Electron Microscopy) are taken by Oxford 
Instruments utilizing a Carl Zeiss EVOMA 15 camera. The Perkin-Elmer 
spectrophotometer (Model 783) was used to gather the infrared (IR) 
spectral data using the KBr pellet method in the wave number range of 
350–800 cm-1. At room temperature, the pulse field hysteresis loop 
approach was used to study the magnetic properties. The two-probe 
method was used for dc resistivity measurement. Dielectric measure-
ments from room temperature to 500 ◦C are performed with Wayneker 
P65000 model in the frequency range from 20 to 1 MHz. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. XRD study 

Fig. 1 displays the diffractograms of as-synthesized Co1-xMgxFe2- 

yCeyO4 (x = 0.0, 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75; y = 0.0, 0.03, 0.06, and 0.09) 
recorded at room temperature after XRD analysis. All of the peaks are 
inverse cubic spinel in agreement with the crystalline phase of the doped 
cobalt ferrite’s structure with JCPDS Card No. 074–2081 [27]. Addi-
tionally, width of the prominent peak expands as the proportion of Mg2+

and Ce3+ ions usually increase, indicating a reduction in the size of the 
crystallite size. The FWHM values of the (311) plane are used for the 
calculation of the average crystallite size with the help of Scherer’s 
equation. 

The lattice constant and averave cryatallite size are found with the 
Bragg’s law [28] and Debye Sherer formula [29].: 

a = d
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
h2 + k2 + l2

√

D311 =
0.9λ

βcosθ 

Where d is the interplanar spacing and h, k, l are the miller indices. λ, 
β, and θ are the wavelength of X-ray, FWHM of (311) peak and dif-
fracting angle, respectively. 

The crystallite sizes of the Mg2+ and Ce3+ ions substitution in cobalt 
ferrites samples are greater than that of the surfactant-free sample as 
listed in Table 1. The particle size decreases considerably with the Mg2+

and Ce3+ concentrations indicating no effect on the particle size. It is 
generally known that grain boundary movement affects grain growth. 
The average size of the crystallite size increased between 28.29 and 
54.15 nm when the Mg2+ and Ce3+ ion concentrations increased. 
Complete substitution of synthesized materials is seen by the absence of 
additional peaks. The lattice constant is decreased due to the large ionic 
radius of Ce3+ (0.0938 nm) than that of Fe3+ (0.065 nm) [30]. Cerium 
ions tend to replace the Fe3+ ions and occupy the octahedral (B) sites. 
This leads to internal stress that causes the lattice to expand and 
decrease the unit cell [31]. Cobalt ferrite doped with Mg2+ and Ce3+

ions, and the results show that the lattice parameter decreases when 
Mg2+ and Ce3+ ions increase in intensity. This results from the second-
ary phase’s (CeFeO3) induction of spinel lattice compression [32]. This 
possibility is not taken into explanation in the current investigation 

Fig. 1. The XRD patterns of Co1-xMgxFe2-yCeyO4 (x = 0.0, 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75; y 
= 0.0, 0.03, 0.06, and 0.09). 

Table 1 
The lattice parameters of Co1-xMgxFe2-yCeyO4 (x = 0.0, 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75; y =
0.0, 0.03, 0.06, and 0.09).  

Structural 
parameters 

x = y =
0.0 

x = 0.25; y =
0.03 

x = 0.5; y =
0.06 

x = 0.75; y =
0.09 

a (Å)  8.43  8.39  8.38  8.36 
X-ray density  5.20  5.14  5.06  4.91 
Bulk density  4.26  3.72  3.74  3.07 
Porosity  18.03  27.59  26.04  37.33 
V( Å)3  598.59  589.84  587.72  584.59 
Crystallite size 

(nm)  
28.29  34.34  42.94  54.15  
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because all of the samples were prepared in a single phase. It should be 
noticed that the lattice constant depends on other factors besides ionic 
radii [33]. The bond length and interaction forces also play some role. 
The calculation of these influences required a thorough understanding 
of the shape and surface structure of the particles [34]. The Ce3+ ions 
typically tend to replace the Fe3+ ions in the B positions [35]. When Ce3+

ions replace Fe3+ ions in finite-size particles, a strain results from the 
negative pressure that is imposed. Interestingly, no structural distortion 
has occurred despite the Ce3+ ions’ higher ionic radii than the Fe3+ ions, 
which both occupy B sites [36]. 

3.2. FESEM study 

The surface morphology of Co1-xMgxFe2-yCeyO4 (x = 0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 
and 0.75; y = 0.0, 0.03, 0.06, and 0.09) nanoparticles were examined 
using FESEM images as shown in Fig. 2(a) to (d). The nanoparticles are 
less agglomerated and distributed homogenously [37]. Micrographs 
further confirm the fact that Mg2+ and Ce3+ ion doping causes the grain 
size to decrease [38]. The shape and size of the samples have a signifi-
cant impact on the electrical and magnetic properties of ferrites. 

3.3. FTIR study 

The FTIR spectra of the Co1-xMgxFe2-yCeyO4 (x = 0.0, 0.25, 0.5 and 
0.75; y = 0.0, 0.03, 0.06, and 0.09) are shown in Fig. 3. The FTIR 
analysis shows the spinel structure. Ferrites mostly have two main ab-
sorption bands in their IR spectra that correspond to the 4000–350 cm− 1 

wavenumber range. The stretching vibrations of the metal–oxygen 
bonds found in the tetrahedral sub-lattice (A) sites are what causes the 
higher frequency band (ν1) that is commonly observed in the 600–550 
cm− 1 wavenumber range. The intrinsic metal–oxygen vibrations present 
in the octahedral sublattice (B) sites are responsible for the lower band 

(ν2) which has a wavenumber in the 450–385 cm− 1 range. These two 
absorption bands corresponding to the expected characteristic bands for 
the spinel structure of the nano ferrite samples prepared by the sol–gel 
auto-combustion method [39]. 

The frequency assignments and absorption peaks for the synthesized 
samples agree well with the previously reported range for cobalt ferrite 
[40]. The figure shows that the bond length increase on the B-site dis-
places the bands towards the high-frequency side with the Mg2+ and 
Ce3+ ions concentration. This suggests that the B-site is occupied by RE 
ions. As the concentration of Mg2+ and Ce3+ ions increases, the values of 

Fig. 2. (a) to (d): FESEM images of Co1-xMgxFe2-yCeyO4 (x = 0.0, 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75; y = 0.0, 0.03, 0.06, and 0.09).  

Fig. 3. FTIR images of Co1-xMgxFe2-yCeyO4 (x = 0.0, 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75; y =
0.0, 0.03, 0.06, and 0.09). 
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ν1 shift to the higher frequency side. Due to the substitution of the Ce3+

ions at the octahedral sites with Fe3+ ions that are smaller in size, the site 
radius increased, causing this frequency shift [41]. The bond length 
variation in the A and B sites causes the variation in the frequencies and 
hence the two different absorption bands, respectively. The H–O–H 
stretching and bending cause prominent peaks in the range of 
3400–1600 cm− 1. Just that little amount of CO2 is still present, as 
indicated by the band around 2300 cm− 1. A band at 1400 cm− 1 is pro-
duced by the antisymmetric NO-stretching vibrations caused by the 
remaining nitrates in the sample. 

3.4. DC electrical resistivity properties 

One of the factors that have prepared ferrites more suitable for 
electronics and other wide applications than other groups of insulators 
or conductors is their electrical behaviour. High-resistance materials are 
particularly useful for microwave and high-frequency devices. Ferrite’s 
resistivities, which vary from 105 cm− 1 to 109 cm− 1, are desirable for the 
aforementioned applications [42]. The contribution of crystallite and 
crystalline borders is what causes the resistivity in ferrites [43]. To 
examine the DC electrical resistivity of the ferrite materials created in 
this manner, a two-probe method has been used. The pelletized samples 
were subjected to a temperature range of 303 K to 488 K, allowing for 
the measurement of each sample’s resistivity at a temperature difference 
of 5 K. As seen in Fig. 4, the resistivities of the resulting synthesized 
materials are higher than those of the parent material, and they continue 
to increase even at high dopant concentrations. Therefore, co- 
substituting Mg2+ and Ce3+ with Co2+ and Fe3+ sites, respectively, in 
the CoFe2O4 gives high-resistive materials. 

In addition, as implied by the horizontal graph, it is possible to 
generate rather stable resistivity qualities by increasing the dopants. In 
general, the material’s observed resistivity differed greatly from the 
resistivities measured when Ce3+ and Mg2+ were partially substituted 
for the host material. This demonstrates that an effort to co-substitute 
resulted in the achievement of a different state of electrical properties. 
At this stage, it may also be possible to indicate that more resistance 
materials can be effectively synthesized under controlled conditions 
[44]. 

3.5. Dielectric properties 

The dielectric properties of the materials are due to the electric 
dipole moments caused by the charge exchange among the divalent and 
trivalent metal cations [45], here with the hopping process between 
Fe2+ ↔ Fe3+ + e- in the B site [46]. In a sentence, a material’s dielectric 

properties are the polarization of its electrical response. 
These crucial factors influencing the dielectric properties are tem-

perature and frequency. The dielectric properties decrease in various 
patterns as temperature and frequency increase [47]. The real and 
imaginary components of the dielectric constant (ε’ and ε’’) and the 
tangent of the dielectric loss (tan δ) are used here as the dielectric pa-
rameters. The cations occupancy of the lattice sites depends on the 
synthesis processes, chemical compositions, sintering time, and tem-
perature [48]. In other words, heat treatment during the synthesis of 
polycrystalline ferrite can substantially change its electrical properties. 
The dielectric constant is given by [49], 

ε′

=
Cpt
εoA 

where, Cp, t, and A are the capacitance, thickness, and cross-sectional 
area of the pellet, εo is the permittivity of free space (8.85 × 10-12F/m). 

As a result, the prepared samples’ capacitances were measured, and 
the samples’ dielectric constants were calculated using the relation 
mentioned above. The imaginary part of the dielectric constant is given 
as [50], 

ε′ ′

= ε′ tanδ 

where tanδ is the dielectric loss factor (energy loss as heat as the field 
applied). 

In Figs. 5 and 6, the parent material’s dielectric constant is highest at 
very low frequencies compared to the doped materials. Similar to indi-
vidual substitution, which refers to the values of the dielectric constant 
at very low frequencies for cobalt ferrite materials substituted with Ce3+

and Mg2+, respectively. As a result, co-doping considerably lowered the 
cobalt ferrite materials’ dielectric constant and dielectric loss (Fig. 7) 
which is relatively higher for the Co0.5Mg0.5Fe1.94Ce0.06O4 sample, and 
then they are lowest at low frequencies for the Co0.25Mg0.75Fe1.91-

Ce0.09O4 sample. These findings are in exact agreement with the DC 
electrical resistivity at room temperature. Mg and Ce co-substituted 
cobalt ferrite materials have this dispersion and change of the dielec-
tric properties. Except for the parent material, the dielectric loss tan-
gents do not exhibit a peak value. Besides the Co0.25Mg0.75Fe1.91Ce0.09O4 
sample, it also decreases as the frequency increases, and its value at low 
frequency is higher than the parent material. This is shown in Fig. 9. 
According to published research [51], the polarization that takes pre-
cedence at high frequencies is electronic and the dielectric properties are 

Fig. 4. Temperature vs dc resistivity plot of Co1-xMgxFe2-yCeyO4 (x = 0.0, 0.25, 
0.5 and 0.75; y = 0.0, 0.03, 0.06, and 0.09). 

Fig. 5. Real part of the dielectric constant (ε’) vs frequency plot for Co1- 

xMgxFe2-yCeyO4 (x = 0.0, 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75; y = 0.0, 0.03, 0.06, and 0.09). 
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frequency-independent. The dielectric properties of composite polymers 
have been reported to be highly influenced by the microstructure. 
Additionally, the site occupation of the cations does affect electrical 

behaviors, and as a result, the dielectric properties will provide clues 
about charge carriers and mechanisms [52]. In the current coverage, the 
dielectric properties have been tuned by co-substituting cobalt ferrite 
materials showing the low-loss material for high-frequency devices [53]. 

3.6. AC conductivity 

Fig. 8 displays the AC conductivity of cobalt ferrite materials co- 
doped with Mg2+ and Ce3+ observed at room temperature as a func-
tion of frequency. As mentioned in the previous chapters, in addition to 
the frequency of the applied field, the dielectric constant and dielectric 
loss tangent factors are also taken into account when determining AC 
conductivity. That is [54], 

σAC = 2πf εoε′ tanδ 

The figure shows that there is dispersion for all samples over the 
applied frequency range. The frequency range used in this AC conduc-
tivity measurement is 100 Hz to 5 MHz. The more active grains, which 
encourage hopping conduction by increasing electron exchange be-
tween the Fe2+ and Fe3+ cations at the octahedral sites, may be the cause 
of the samples’ increasing AC conductivity with frequency [55]. 

The concentration of the dopant cations (Mg2+ and Ce3+) exhibits a 
varying pattern on the AC conductivity of the materials that were syn-
thesized. The AC conductivities are lower (than the parent ones) and 
sharper frequencies for higher concentrations [56] as shown in figure 
11. The AC conductivity of the disordered solid materials is [57], 

σAC = σo(T)+ σ(ω,T).

σo(T) is frequency dependent called AC conductivity by electron 
hopping at the B site and σo(ω, T) is frequency independent called DC 
conductivity, to form the AC conductivity [58]. According to the figure, 
the regularity of the AC conductivity may be due to the hopping of small 
surface plasmons. As a result, the hopping of small polarons might be 
linked to the frequency-dependent AC conductivity [59], but the hop-
ping of large polarons as a conduction mechanism is responsible for the 
inverse relationship between AC conductivity and frequency [60]. The 
conductivity is given by the Arrhenius relation [61], 

σac = σoexp
(

−
Ea

kBT

)

,

where, σo, Ea, and kB are the pre-exponential factor, activation 

Fig. 6. Imaginary part of the dielectric constant (ε’’) vs frequency plot for Co1- 

xMgxFe2-yCeyO4 (x = 0.0, 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75; y = 0.0, 0.03, 0.06, and 0.09). 

Fig. 7. Dielectric loss tangent (tanδ) vs frequency plot for Co1-xMgxFe2-yCeyO4 
(x = 0.0, 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75; y = 0.0, 0.03, 0.06, and 0.09). 

Fig. 8. AC conductivity vs frequency plot of Co1-xMgxFe2-yCeyO4 (x = 0.0, 0.25, 
0.5, and 0.75; y = 0.0, 0.03, 0.06, and 0.09). 

Fig. 9. Hysteresis loops of Co1-xMgxFe2-yCeyO4 (x = 0.0, 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75; y 
= 0.0, 0.03, 0.06, and 0.09). 
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energy, and the Boltzmann constant, and T is the absolute temperature. 

3.7. VSM study 

A vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) was used to record M− H 
hysteresis loops to study the effects of Co1-xMgxFe2-yCeyO4 (x = 0.0, 
0.25, 0.5 and 0.75; y = 0.0, 0.03, 0.06, and 0.09) on magnetic satura-
tion, coercivity, and remnant magnetization. All of the samples’ hys-
teresis curves are shown in Fig. 9 for comparison. Each sample shows a 
clearly defined S-shaped curve. Table 2 lists the values of the magnetic 
properties for the samples of cobalt ferrite doped with different ratios of 
Ce and Mg, including magnetic saturation (MS), coercivity (HC), and 
remanence (Mr). The tabulated values of the magnetic parameters of the 
surfactant-free undoped Cobalt ferrite sample and the Ce3+ and Mg2+

ions doped samples are indicative of a decreasing trend in all the mag-
netic parameters. The saturation magnetization values decreases from 
94.50 emu/gm to 55.42 emu/gm. Since there was no structural distor-
tion observed for the entire range of doping, the magnetocrystalline 
anisotropy cannot be cited as the reason for any change [62]. 

On the other hand, the domain size exhibits a decreasing trend and is 
almost moving towards the single domain leading to super-
paramagnetism [63]. The eventually reduces the coercivity values from 
891.58 Oe to 217.36 Oe. Comparison of the coercivities of the 
surfactant-free pure Cobalt ferrite sample, and the Ce3+ and Mg2+ ions 
doped samples indicate a important decrease in the coercivity of the 
latter. The effects are very similar to lanthanum substitution. This, in a 
way, is expected because the half-filled 4f levels mimic the unfilled 
lanthanum [64]. Due to the presence of Ce3+ ions on the B sites and the 
resulting decrease in MS, the magnetization in the B sub-lattice lowers, 
this in turn diminishes the A-B interaction. Another explanation for the 
decrease in MS with increased Ce3+ and Mg2+ ions concentration may be 
the smaller particle size brought on by the substitution of Ce3+ ions. 
Previous studies indicated that in nano ferrites, the porosity was shown 
to be inversely related to saturation magnetization while the particle 
size was directly proportionate [65]. Particle morphology, microstrain, 
anisotropy, porosity, size distribution, and the size of the magnetic 
domain are said to have an impact on the coercivity of ferrites [66]. This 
substitution is expected to result in a lattice distortion, changing the 
materials’ magnetic properties. However, Ce3+ and Mg2+ ions were 
introduced without distortion in this study. 

4. Conclusions 

In this case, co-doping Mg2+ and Ce3+ into CoFe2O4 was done to 
examine the parent material’s structural, electrical, and magnetic 
properties. The Powder XRD phase analysis showed a single phase with 
space group Fd-3 m during phase formation. The XRD data was also used 
to determine the lattice parameters, which showed a decreasing trend 
with the dopant concentration in the range of 8.43 Å to 8.36 Å for 
partially substituted materials. The FESEM has been used to study the 
morphological natures, and the images show a reduced grain size with 
two dopants content. The parent material’s incorporation of nonmag-
netic metal ions, which will have a smaller effect on grain growth due to 
magnetic moment interactions, maybe the cause of this reduction in 
grain size. Additionally, grains are more spherical than anything else 
and have irregular sizes and distributions. To confirm the production of 
the pure phase FTIR spectroscopy was used. This technique revealed the 
characteristic spinel ferrite absorption bands in the 600–417 cm− 1 fre-
quency range. Additionally, the DC electrical resistivity increases to 
higher levels at high dopant concentrations. The Mg2+ and Ce3+ cations 
substitution at the Co2+ and Fe3+ sites gives highly resistive materials 
with lower dielectric constant and loss and is suitable for high-frequency 
devices and was dispersed across the applied frequency ranges. The 
substitution by a lower magnetic substance has decreased the saturation 
magnetization of the resultant ferrite which is clearly shown from the 
VSM result. 
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